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Atmospheric detectors... Some strengths and limitations

Atmospheric detectors collect neutrino  fluxes which are uncertain 
by 10 - 20% in absolute value  (Flavour ratios less uncertain)

  Fluxes  are sharply dropping functions of energy,

complementary features of both these classes of experiments in order to accrue
maximum benefit towards furthering our goal of building a complete picture of
neutrino properties and parameters.

2 Atmospheric Neutrino Detectors vs LBL Ex-

periments: A Qualitative Comparison

Despite their stellar role as discovery tools in the recent past, atmospheric de-
tectors have certain inherent limitations that constrain their performance as
instruments capable of precision measurements. The absolute values of atmo-
spheric fluxes of !µ and !e are uncertain by as much as 10!20%, although their
ratios are much better known. These fluxes are sharply dropping functions of
energy, with d!!

dE " E!" and " # 3 for !µ and # 3.5 for !e. At energies where
fluxes are significant (i .e. $ 2!3 GeV), the total neutrino-nucleon cross-section
is dominated by quasi-elastic contributions which have significant uncertainties.
Addtionally, Fermi motion of nucleons renders accurate energy reconstruction
of the incoming neutrino di!cult. Moreover, the produced charged lepton di-
rection and that of the incoming neutrino can be significantly di"erent at low
energies. The upshot of all of these factors is a lack of precision in an event by
event determination of L and E. Consequently, determinations of #m2 (which
depend on L/E) by atmospheric experiments cannot match the precision that
LBL setups can achieve with much smaller data sets. Similarly, the precision ex-
pected to be achieved by experments like T2K [10] and NO!A [11] for sin22#23
is also expected to be correspondingly higher than what may be possible in
future atmospheric detectors.

A distinct advantage of atmospheric detectors, however, is the broad band
in both L (20 km to 12500 km) and E (100 MeV to 10 TeV) that they can tap
into. This infuses an intrinsic complementarity into their physics capabilities
compared to the fixed L and relatively narrow band of E present in LBL exper-
iments. One of the main goals of this note is to emphasize the usefulness and
necessity of pursuing an approach that combines, at the level of analysis, the
benefits of both classes of experiments.

A feature which is expected to be common to all types of detectors in the
future is a large fiducial volume, leading to the ability to accrue statistics at
rates not possible for existing atmospheric experiments. This is essential for
any contempleted combined operation and subsequent data analysis of such a
detector with a LBL experiment.

Among the problems LBL experiments must confront is the fact that their
results are beset with several distinct types of parameter degeneracies [12, 13,
14, 15] which we describe briefly here:
a) The intrinsic, or {$CP, #13} degeneracy, which arises when di"erent pairs of
values of the parameters $CP and #13 give the same neutrino and anti-neutrino
oscillation probabilities, assuming other parameters to be known and fixed. This
may be expressed as

P#$($CP, #13) = P#$($
"

CP, #
"

13)

P̄#$($CP, #13) = P̄#$($
"

CP, #
"

13) (1)

b) The octant, or #23, (%/2 ! #23) degeneracy, which arises primarily due the
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At energies where flux is significant (below ~ 2 GeV), neutrino-
nucleon cross-section has significant uncertainties 

Also, at energies where flux is significant (below ~ 2 GeV),
 produced charged lepton may have significantly different 
direction from incoming neutrino
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Allows resolution of parameter degeneracies which are a 
feature of LBL set-ups.
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Figure 5: Octant discrimination capabilities of LBL and atmospheric detectors,
both individually and when combined. From [30].
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Figure 6: 8 fold Degeneracy resolution by combining LBL and atmospheric data,
as described in the text. From [31].
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Figure 6: 8 fold Degeneracy resolution by combining LBL and atmospheric data,
as described in the text. From [31].
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Earlier studies have shown the power of combining LBL + 
ATM data to maximize the physics output.........

Huber, Maltoni and Schwetz 
hep-ph 0501037

Campagne, Maltoni, Mezetto and Schwetz 
hep-ph 0603172

T2K-II + HK, 295 km SPS + MEMPHYS, 130 km
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Earlier studies have shown the power of combining LBL + 
ATM data to maximize the physics output............
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Figure 3: The minimum and maximum sensitivities (depending on the true value of δ) of atmospherics

combined with NOvA and T2K. We show the number of standard deviations with which the wrong

mass ordering can be excluded. The left (right) panel corresponds to a detector mass of 50 kt (100 kt)

and dashed (solid) curves correspond to the low (high) resolution scenario. The shaded area is the

corresponding result for NOvA and T2K only. The true value of sin
2
2θ13 has been assumed to be 0.09.

For the higher resolution scenarios, the rise in the precision is significantly faster, in

particular during the time when atmospheric and accelerator experiments are running in

parallel. This results in a significant improvement in the sensitivities in a relatively short

time span. It should be noted that this effect is present both for the values of δ to which

accelerator experiments are most sensitive, as well as those values to which they are least

sensitive, leading to an overall increase in the sensitivity irrespective of the value of δ.
The statistical level where the synergy between atmospheric and accelerator experiments

is most apparent is around the 2σ region for the least favourable values of δ, where the

final sensitivity is impacted by both types of experiment. Most noticeably, NOvA and

T2K never reach this sensitivity by themselves, while the high resolution atmospheric

data by itself would reach it several years later than the combined. Most strikingly, the

combined sensitivity in the most optimistic high resolution 100 kt scenario would reach

the 2σ within 2 years of the start of atmospheric data taking, still within the lifetime of

NOvA.

In Fig. 4, we show the time evolution of the 2σ CP fraction, the fraction of the values

of true δ (assuming a flat distribution) for which the sensitivity to the mass ordering

is 2σ or better. Note that this information is complementary to that presented in the

previous figure, as it also contains information about the sensitivity dependence on δ,
not just the maximum and minimum sensitivity. Comparing these two figures, we can

deduce that unfortunately there are more values of δ which are close to the minimal

sensitivity than to the maximal one. In particular, for the worst case of low resolution

and a 50 kt detector, the 2σ CP fraction remains around 0.5 by 2027, even though the

minimal sensitivity at this point is around 1.9σ. This is further illustrated by the rate at
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INO + T2K + NOvA, hierarchy sensitivity, 

T2K + NOvaINO +T2K + NOva

Blennow and Schwetz 
arXiv 1203.3388
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Earlier studies have shown the power of combining LBL + 
ATM data to maximize the physics output............
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Figure 4: The time evolution of the fraction of values of the CP violating phase δ for which the

combination of INO, NOvA, and T2K would be sensitive to the mass ordering at 2σ. Black (red) curves

correspond to a detector mass of 50 kt (100 kt) and dashed (solid) curves correspond to the low (high)

resolution scenario. The shaded area is the corresponding result for NOvA and T2K only. The true value

of sin
2
2θ13 has been assumed to be 0.09.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig. 4 but for sensitivity at the 90% (3σ) CL for the left (right) panel.

which the CP fraction grows after reaching 0.5 for the other scenarios. For completeness,

we also show the 90% and 3σ CP fractions in Fig. 5. We deduce from these figures that

it would be relatively easy to obtain a 90% CL hint for rejecting the inverted ordering,

while a 3σ evidence will be significantly more challenging. However, in both cases, the

interplay between atmospheric and accelerator data will allow for establishing these at an

earlier time, regardless of the true value of δ or the confidence level in question.
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 Large       ........Some consequences 

Recent result from Daya Bay       

 Measurements significantly  impact the planning of 
future  neutrino facilities. 
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Neutrino mass hierarchy and octant determination with atmospheric neutrinos
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The recent discovery by the Daya Bay and RENO experiments that !13 is nonzero and relatively
large, significantly impacts existing experiments and the planning of future facilities. In many
scenarios, the nonzero value of !13 implies that !23 is likely to be di!erent from "/4. Additionally,
large detectors will be sensitive to matter e!ects on the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, making
it possible to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and the octant of !23. We show that a 50 kT
Liquid Argon atmospheric neutrino detector can determine both the hierarchy and the octant with
high significance with moderate exposure times.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq,14.60.Lm,13.15.+g

Introduction: Neutrino oscillations in the standard
three flavor framework are parametrized by a) two mass-
squared di!erences "m2

j1 = m2
j !m2

1, j = 2, 3, b) three
mixing angles !ij and c) one CP phase "CP . Over the
past year, the T2K [1], MINOS [2] and Double Chooz [3]
experiments have provided evidence that the mixing an-
gle !13 is nonzero and not significantly smaller than the
upper bound set earlier by the Chooz [4] experiment.
Recently, the Daya Bay and RENO experiments have
provided clinching evidence that !13 "= 0 at about 5#:
sin2 2!13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) [5], and
sin2 2!13 = 0.113± 0.013(stat)± 0.019(syst) [6], respec-
tively.

These results open new windows of opportunity for
present day or near future neutrino experiments. If !13
were tiny, an elaborate and expensive program would
have been needed to measure the undetermined neutrino
parameters. Its moderately large value allows for mea-
surable matter e!ects [7] in both beam and atmospheric
neutrino experiments. This will yield better than an-
ticipated precision in measurements of neutrino param-
eters, and impacts the planning of future neutrino fa-
cilities. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be
made for building advanced technology, large mass at-
mospheric neutrino detectors. The resolution of impor-
tant outstanding questions, such as the mass hierarchy
(i.e., whether m3 > m1 or m3 < m1) and the octant of
!23 (i.e., whether !23 is larger or smaller than $/4), may
come within the purview of such detectors.

The mass hierarchy plays a crucial role in the formula-
tion of any theoretical e!ort designed to carry us beyond
the Standard Model (SM) because models with a normal
hierarchy (NH) are significantly and qualitatively di!er-
ent from those with an inverted hierarchy (IH), see, e.g.,
[8]. It plays the role of a discriminator capable of elimi-
nating entire classes of models and consequently sharpen-

ing the focus of our search for new physics. A relatively
large value of !13 suggests that !23 is unlikely to be max-
imal if the breaking of a µ! % exchange symmetry [9] in
the lepton sector causes !13 to be nonzero. It also opens
the door to measurements of CP violation in the neutrino
sector.

Atmospheric neutrino detectors have been very impor-
tant as discovery tools in the past. While they may not
match the precision to pin down the energy and direc-
tion of an event characteristic of long baseline experi-
ments, they have some strong compensating advantages.
Atmospheric neutrinos o!er a broad range in baselines
(L # 20 km to 12500 km) and energy E (100 MeV to
10 TeV) that can be tapped into by such an experiment.
An important consequence of this is the resolution or al-
leviation of degeneracies endemic to long baseline beam
experiments [10]. Large-mass Liquid Argon Time Pro-
jection Chambers (LAr-TPCs) are based on one of the
most promising technologies for charged particle detec-
tion. They have unprecedented capabilities for the detec-
tion of neutrino interactions, rare events and dark matter
due to precise and sensitive spatial and calorimetric res-
olution. The ICARUS [11] and ArgoNeuT [12] detectors
have provided excellent examples of the capabilities of
liquid argon as a neutrino interaction detector medium.

In this Letter we show that since !13 $ 9!, both the
hierarchy and the octant can be decisively resolved by
a 50 ! 100 kT atmospheric Liquid Argon detector with
5! 10 years of running.

Experimental specifications: We consider a large
Liquid Argon detector as discussed in [13–15], which can
detect charged particles with good resolution over the
energy range of MeV to multi GeV. Magnetization over a
50-100 kT volume has been proposed [16] and we assume
it in what follows. We also assume the following detector
resolutions over the GeV energy ranges relevant to our
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large, significantly impacts existing experiments and the planning of future facilities. In many
scenarios, the nonzero value of !13 implies that !23 is likely to be di!erent from "/4. Additionally,
large detectors will be sensitive to matter e!ects on the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, making
it possible to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and the octant of !23. We show that a 50 kT
Liquid Argon atmospheric neutrino detector can determine both the hierarchy and the octant with
high significance with moderate exposure times.
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Introduction: Neutrino oscillations in the standard
three flavor framework are parametrized by a) two mass-
squared di!erences "m2

j1 = m2
j !m2

1, j = 2, 3, b) three
mixing angles !ij and c) one CP phase "CP . Over the
past year, the T2K [1], MINOS [2] and Double Chooz [3]
experiments have provided evidence that the mixing an-
gle !13 is nonzero and not significantly smaller than the
upper bound set earlier by the Chooz [4] experiment.
Recently, the Daya Bay and RENO experiments have
provided clinching evidence that !13 "= 0 at about 5#:
sin2 2!13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) [5], and
sin2 2!13 = 0.113± 0.013(stat)± 0.019(syst) [6], respec-
tively.

These results open new windows of opportunity for
present day or near future neutrino experiments. If !13
were tiny, an elaborate and expensive program would
have been needed to measure the undetermined neutrino
parameters. Its moderately large value allows for mea-
surable matter e!ects [7] in both beam and atmospheric
neutrino experiments. This will yield better than an-
ticipated precision in measurements of neutrino param-
eters, and impacts the planning of future neutrino fa-
cilities. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be
made for building advanced technology, large mass at-
mospheric neutrino detectors. The resolution of impor-
tant outstanding questions, such as the mass hierarchy
(i.e., whether m3 > m1 or m3 < m1) and the octant of
!23 (i.e., whether !23 is larger or smaller than $/4), may
come within the purview of such detectors.

The mass hierarchy plays a crucial role in the formula-
tion of any theoretical e!ort designed to carry us beyond
the Standard Model (SM) because models with a normal
hierarchy (NH) are significantly and qualitatively di!er-
ent from those with an inverted hierarchy (IH), see, e.g.,
[8]. It plays the role of a discriminator capable of elimi-
nating entire classes of models and consequently sharpen-

ing the focus of our search for new physics. A relatively
large value of !13 suggests that !23 is unlikely to be max-
imal if the breaking of a µ! % exchange symmetry [9] in
the lepton sector causes !13 to be nonzero. It also opens
the door to measurements of CP violation in the neutrino
sector.

Atmospheric neutrino detectors have been very impor-
tant as discovery tools in the past. While they may not
match the precision to pin down the energy and direc-
tion of an event characteristic of long baseline experi-
ments, they have some strong compensating advantages.
Atmospheric neutrinos o!er a broad range in baselines
(L # 20 km to 12500 km) and energy E (100 MeV to
10 TeV) that can be tapped into by such an experiment.
An important consequence of this is the resolution or al-
leviation of degeneracies endemic to long baseline beam
experiments [10]. Large-mass Liquid Argon Time Pro-
jection Chambers (LAr-TPCs) are based on one of the
most promising technologies for charged particle detec-
tion. They have unprecedented capabilities for the detec-
tion of neutrino interactions, rare events and dark matter
due to precise and sensitive spatial and calorimetric res-
olution. The ICARUS [11] and ArgoNeuT [12] detectors
have provided excellent examples of the capabilities of
liquid argon as a neutrino interaction detector medium.

In this Letter we show that since !13 $ 9!, both the
hierarchy and the octant can be decisively resolved by
a 50 ! 100 kT atmospheric Liquid Argon detector with
5! 10 years of running.

Experimental specifications: We consider a large
Liquid Argon detector as discussed in [13–15], which can
detect charged particles with good resolution over the
energy range of MeV to multi GeV. Magnetization over a
50-100 kT volume has been proposed [16] and we assume
it in what follows. We also assume the following detector
resolutions over the GeV energy ranges relevant to our
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Large          ........Consequences for Atmospheric Detectors

Importance of future large mass atmospheric detectors has 
increased, e.g INO and the case for a Liq Ar detector, 
because large           allows them to tap into matter effects 
better, and provides a shot at determining the mass hierarchy
 and octant of 
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The recent Daya Bay 5σ result showing that θ13 is non-zero, and its concurrent measurement
finding it to be relatively large (i.e. sin2 2θ13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) ) opens up new
possibilities for neutrino experiments by broadening the horizons of their sensitivities. In addition,
this result is expected to significantly impact the planning and nature of future detectors. The
non-zero value of this important parameter implies that θ23 is likely to be different from π/4.
Additionally, the fact that the value of θ13 is close to what was hitherto assumed to be an upper
bound signals, among other things, that large mass atmospheric detectors would be sensitive to the
passage of neutrinos through matter. This renders them capable, in principle, of resolving, without
assistance from beam experiments, two vital issues in neutrino physics which depend on matter
effects, namely the neutrino mass hierarchy and the octant of the mixing angle θ23. We show that
a 50 kT Liquid Argon atmospheric detector is capable of determining both the hierarchy and the
octant with high significance and moderate exposure times.
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Neutrino oscillations in the standard three flavour

framework are parametrized by a) three mass-squared

differences |∆m2
ij | (i, j = 1, 2, 3 (with only two of

them being independent), b) three mixing angles, θij
and c) one CP phase. Over the past year, several

experiments(T2K[1], MINOS[2] and Double Chooz [3]

have provided evidence that the neutrino mixing angle

θ13 is non-zero and not significantly smaller than the up-

per bound set earlier by the Chooz[5] experiment. Very

recently, the Daya Bay experiment [4] has provided a

measurement buttressing this, i.e. sin
2
2θ13 = 0.092 ±

0.016(stat)± 0.005(syst) in a three-neutrino framework.

Concurrently, it has demonstrated that θ13 is non-zero at

the 5σ level.

This result opens new windows of opportunity for

present-day or near-future neutrino experiments because

it allows for significant and potentially measurable mat-

ter effects. These would lead to better than anticipated

measurements of neutrino parameters, which may oth-

erwise have been beyond the reach of these detectors.

It will also expectedly impact the planning of future

neutrino facilities, since the experimental program that

would be required were θ13 tiny is significantly differ-
ent (and more elaborate and expensive) than if it were

not. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be made

for the building of advanced technology large mass atmo-

spheric neutrino detectors. This is because the resolution

of important outstanding questions, like the mass hier-
archy and the octant of θ23 (i.e. whether θ23 is greater

or less than π/4), for the decisive determination of which

advanced accelerator based facilities were considered nec-

essary, may now lie within reach of such detectors.

The importance of both the mass hierarchy and the oc-

tant issues to particle physics in general and to neutrino

physics in particular is significant. The mass hierarchy

plays a decisive role in the formulation of any theoretical

effort designed to carry us beyond the Standard Model

(SM) because models with a normal hierarchy are sig-

nificantly and qualitatively different from those with an

inverted hierarchy, see, e.g. [6]. It plays the role of a dis-

criminator capable of eliminating entire classes of models

and consequently sharpening the focus of our search for

new physics. Similarly, the recent conclusive demonstra-

tion by [4] that θ13 is non-zero and relatively large con-

currently signals that the mixing angle θ23 is unlikely to

be maximal. A vanishing θ13 would have implied a µ− τ
exchange symmetry[7] in the lepton sector, and argued

for a θ23 close to π/4. Its breaking, via a large θ13, how-
ever, opens the door to measurements of CP violation by

neutrino experiments. Such a violation, if measured in

the future, would have extremely important consequences

for theories beyond the SM. Moreover, the value of θ23 ,

and its sign (i.e whether θ23−π/4 is positive or negative),

along with θ13, is expected to significantly guide future

model building efforts.
Atmospheric neutrino detectors have played a stellar

role as discovery tools in the past. While they may, in

most cases, not match the precision to pin down the en-

ergy and direction of an event characteristic of long base-

line experiments, they offer some strong compensating
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measurement buttressing this, i.e. sin
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0.016(stat)± 0.005(syst) in a three-neutrino framework.

Concurrently, it has demonstrated that θ13 is non-zero at

the 5σ level.
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ter effects. These would lead to better than anticipated

measurements of neutrino parameters, which may oth-

erwise have been beyond the reach of these detectors.

It will also expectedly impact the planning of future

neutrino facilities, since the experimental program that

would be required were θ13 tiny is significantly differ-
ent (and more elaborate and expensive) than if it were

not. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be made

for the building of advanced technology large mass atmo-

spheric neutrino detectors. This is because the resolution

of important outstanding questions, like the mass hier-
archy and the octant of θ23 (i.e. whether θ23 is greater

or less than π/4), for the decisive determination of which

advanced accelerator based facilities were considered nec-

essary, may now lie within reach of such detectors.

The importance of both the mass hierarchy and the oc-

tant issues to particle physics in general and to neutrino

physics in particular is significant. The mass hierarchy

plays a decisive role in the formulation of any theoretical

effort designed to carry us beyond the Standard Model

(SM) because models with a normal hierarchy are sig-

nificantly and qualitatively different from those with an

inverted hierarchy, see, e.g. [6]. It plays the role of a dis-

criminator capable of eliminating entire classes of models

and consequently sharpening the focus of our search for

new physics. Similarly, the recent conclusive demonstra-

tion by [4] that θ13 is non-zero and relatively large con-

currently signals that the mixing angle θ23 is unlikely to

be maximal. A vanishing θ13 would have implied a µ− τ
exchange symmetry[7] in the lepton sector, and argued

for a θ23 close to π/4. Its breaking, via a large θ13, how-
ever, opens the door to measurements of CP violation by

neutrino experiments. Such a violation, if measured in

the future, would have extremely important consequences

for theories beyond the SM. Moreover, the value of θ23 ,

and its sign (i.e whether θ23−π/4 is positive or negative),

along with θ13, is expected to significantly guide future

model building efforts.
Atmospheric neutrino detectors have played a stellar

role as discovery tools in the past. While they may, in

most cases, not match the precision to pin down the en-

ergy and direction of an event characteristic of long base-

line experiments, they offer some strong compensating

The case for combining super-beam facilities with large mass 
atmospheric detectors analytically  and both
 analytically and physically (LBNE with large  Liq Ar)  has
 become stronger.

Why measure all these angles? 

P. Vahle, FNAL 2011 

4 

!  Precision measurements provide a 
valuable check that neutrino oscillations 
are the solution to neutrino anomalies  

!  PMNS matrix analogous to CKM matrix 
!  lepton sector mixing much larger than 

quark sector mixing 
!  !23 maximal, !12 moderately large, !13 

small, zero? why? 
!  Is there CP violation in the lepton sector?  
!  Is it big enough to account for matter vs. 

antimatter asymmetry in the Universe? 
!  Small neutrino mass suggests a heavy 

partner (see-saw mechanism)—
Neutrinos provide a window to physics 
at the GUT scale! 
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where Vrev(x) is the “reverse” potential, which corresponds to the interchanged positions
of the neutrino source and the detector. In the case of symmetric matter density profiles
(including matter of constant density), Vrev(x) = V (x), and Eq. (23) simplifies to

P!" = P"!(!CP ! "!CP) , ", # = e, µ, $ . (24)

While Eq. (24) does not further reduce the number of independent probabilities, it yields
relations which can be useful for cross-checking the formulas for P"! in the case of matter
with symmetric density profiles.

By applying the rule given in Eq. (11), one can obtain from Eqs. (16)–(22) the cor-
responding probabilities for the antineutrino oscillations. Thus, the expressions for all 18
probabilities of neutrino and antineutrino oscillations can be found from the formulas for
just two independent neutrino oscillation probabilities, which, as was already mentioned, we
choose to be Peµ and Pµ# . In order to be more explicit, we will in some cases also give
formulas for additional neutrino oscillation channels.

In the following Secs. 3, 4, and 5, we give our results for the various series expansions of
the neutrino oscillation probabilities. We will adopt the following abbreviations:

! #
!m2

31L

4E
, (25)

A #
2EV

!m2
31

=
V L

2!
. (26)

3 Series expansion up to second order in ! and s13

3.1 Matter of constant density

In this section, we present the series expansion formulas for three-flavor neutrino oscilla-
tion probabilities in matter of constant density up to second order in both " and s13. The
probabilities are calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (6) up to second order in these
parameters, as described in Appendix A.1. We find for the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian

E1 $
!m2

31

2E

!

A + " s2
12 + s2

13

A

A " 1
+ "2 sin2 2%12

4A

"

, (27)

E2 $
!m2

31

2E

!

" c2
12 " "2 sin2 2%12

4A

"

, (28)

E3 $
!m2

31

2E

!

1 " s2
13

A

A " 1

"

. (29)

Calculating the mixing matrix in matter U ! as described in Appendix A.1 and using Eq. (10)
for the evolution matrix S, it is straightforward (although somewhat tedious) to derive the

7

we obtain the following expressions for the !e ! !e channel:

P (0)
ee = 1 "

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin2 C13! , (45)

P (1)
ee = 2s2

12

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin C13!

#

!

!
cos C13!

C13
(1 " A cos 2"13) " A

sin C13!

C13

cos 2"13 " A

C13

"

. (46)

Similarly, for the !e ! !µ channel we find

P (0)
eµ = s2

23

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin2 C13! , (47)

P (1)
eµ = "2s2

12 s2
23

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin C13!

#

!

!
cos C13!

C13
(1 " A cos 2"13) " A

sin C13!

C13

cos 2"13 " A

C13

"

+ s13 sin 2"12 sin 2"23
sin C13!

AC2
13

#

sin #CP [cos C13! " cos(1 + A)!] C13

+ cos #CP [C13 sin(1 + A)! " (1 " A cos 2"13) sin C13!]
$

, (48)

and finally, for the !µ ! !! channel we have

P (0)
µ! =

1

2
sin2 2"23

!%

1 "
cos 2"13 " A

C13

&

sin2 1

2
(1 + A " C13)!

+

%

1 +
cos 2"13 " A

C13

&

sin2 1

2
(1 + A + C13)! "

1

2

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin2 C13!

"

, (49)

P (1)
µ! = "

1

2
sin2 2"23 !

'

2

!

c2
12 " s2

12s
2
13

1

C2
13

(1 + 2s2
13A + A2)

"

cos C13! sin(1 + A)!

+ 2
(

c2
12c

2
13 " c2

12s
2
13 + s2

12s
2
13 +

)

s2
12s

2
13 " c2

12

*

A
+ sin C13!

C13
cos(1 + A)!

+ s2
12

sin2 2"13

C2
13

sin C13!

C13

#

!

A

!
sin(1 + A)! +

A

!

cos 2"13 " A

C13
sin C13! " (1 " A cos 2"13) cos C13!

" ,

+
s13 sin 2"12 sin 2"23

2Ac2
13

'

2c2
13 sin #CP

sin C13!

C13
[cos C13! " cos(1 + A)!]

" cos 2"23 cos #CP(1 + A) [cos C13! " cos(1 + A)!]2
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P vac
µµ = 1 ! sin2 2!23 sin2 ! + " c2

12 sin2 2!23 ! sin 2!

! "2 !2
!

sin2 2!12 c2
23 + c2

12 sin2 2!23

"

cos 2! ! s2
12

#$

+ 4 s2
13 s2

23 cos 2!23 sin2 !

! 2 " s13 sin 2!12 s2
23 sin 2!23 cos #CP ! sin 2! , (38)

P vac
µ! = sin2 2!23 sin2 ! ! " c2

12 sin2 2!23 ! sin 2!

+ "2 sin2 2!23 !2

%

c4
12 cos 2! !

1

2
sin2 2!12 sin2 !

&

! 2 s2
13 sin2 2!23 sin2 !

+ 2 " s13 sin 2!12 sin 2!23 (sin #CP sin ! ! cos 2!23 cos #CP cos !) ! sin ! . (39)

4 Series expansion up to first order in !

In this section, we expand the probabilities up to first order in the small parameter " while
keeping their exact dependence on !13. One expects these formulas to be useful for relatively
large values of s13. In addition, they will correctly account for the “atmospheric” resonance
driven by the parameters !m2

31 and !13.

4.1 Matter of constant density

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (6) up to first order in " are

E1 "
!m2

31

2E
" c2

12 , (40)

E2 "
!m2

31

2E

'

1

2
(1 + A ! C13) +

1

2C13
" s2

12 (C13 + 1 ! A cos 2!13)

(

, (41)

E3 "
!m2

31

2E

'

1

2
(1 + A + C13) +

1

2C13
" s2

12 (C13 ! 1 + A cos 2!13)

(

, (42)

where

C13 #
)

sin2 2!13 + (A ! cos 2!13)2 . (43)

To calculate the probabilities to first order in " we followed two di"erent approaches: First,
we used the Cayley–Hamilton formalism as described in Appendix A.2, to series expand the
evolution matrix, and second, we considered the constant-density limit of the expansion of
the evolution equation described in Appendix B.1. Both methods gave the same results,
which is a useful cross-check of our calculations. Writing

P"# = P (0)
"# + " P (1)

"# + O("2) , (44)
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 Large       ........Some consequences 

ACP =
Pνe→νµ − Pν̄e→ν̄µ

Pνe→νµ + Pν̄e→ν̄µ

∼ 1

sinθ13
(1)

Large         does not automatically mean enhanced  CP 
measurement.
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The recent discovery by the Daya Bay and RENO experiments that !13 is nonzero and relatively
large, significantly impacts existing experiments and the planning of future facilities. In many
scenarios, the nonzero value of !13 implies that !23 is likely to be di!erent from "/4. Additionally,
large detectors will be sensitive to matter e!ects on the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, making
it possible to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and the octant of !23. We show that a 50 kT
Liquid Argon atmospheric neutrino detector can determine both the hierarchy and the octant with
high significance with moderate exposure times.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq,14.60.Lm,13.15.+g

Introduction: Neutrino oscillations in the standard
three flavor framework are parametrized by a) two mass-
squared di!erences "m2

j1 = m2
j !m2

1, j = 2, 3, b) three
mixing angles !ij and c) one CP phase "CP . Over the
past year, the T2K [1], MINOS [2] and Double Chooz [3]
experiments have provided evidence that the mixing an-
gle !13 is nonzero and not significantly smaller than the
upper bound set earlier by the Chooz [4] experiment.
Recently, the Daya Bay and RENO experiments have
provided clinching evidence that !13 "= 0 at about 5#:
sin2 2!13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) [5], and
sin2 2!13 = 0.113± 0.013(stat)± 0.019(syst) [6], respec-
tively.

These results open new windows of opportunity for
present day or near future neutrino experiments. If !13
were tiny, an elaborate and expensive program would
have been needed to measure the undetermined neutrino
parameters. Its moderately large value allows for mea-
surable matter e!ects [7] in both beam and atmospheric
neutrino experiments. This will yield better than an-
ticipated precision in measurements of neutrino param-
eters, and impacts the planning of future neutrino fa-
cilities. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be
made for building advanced technology, large mass at-
mospheric neutrino detectors. The resolution of impor-
tant outstanding questions, such as the mass hierarchy
(i.e., whether m3 > m1 or m3 < m1) and the octant of
!23 (i.e., whether !23 is larger or smaller than $/4), may
come within the purview of such detectors.

The mass hierarchy plays a crucial role in the formula-
tion of any theoretical e!ort designed to carry us beyond
the Standard Model (SM) because models with a normal
hierarchy (NH) are significantly and qualitatively di!er-
ent from those with an inverted hierarchy (IH), see, e.g.,
[8]. It plays the role of a discriminator capable of elimi-
nating entire classes of models and consequently sharpen-

ing the focus of our search for new physics. A relatively
large value of !13 suggests that !23 is unlikely to be max-
imal if the breaking of a µ! % exchange symmetry [9] in
the lepton sector causes !13 to be nonzero. It also opens
the door to measurements of CP violation in the neutrino
sector.

Atmospheric neutrino detectors have been very impor-
tant as discovery tools in the past. While they may not
match the precision to pin down the energy and direc-
tion of an event characteristic of long baseline experi-
ments, they have some strong compensating advantages.
Atmospheric neutrinos o!er a broad range in baselines
(L # 20 km to 12500 km) and energy E (100 MeV to
10 TeV) that can be tapped into by such an experiment.
An important consequence of this is the resolution or al-
leviation of degeneracies endemic to long baseline beam
experiments [10]. Large-mass Liquid Argon Time Pro-
jection Chambers (LAr-TPCs) are based on one of the
most promising technologies for charged particle detec-
tion. They have unprecedented capabilities for the detec-
tion of neutrino interactions, rare events and dark matter
due to precise and sensitive spatial and calorimetric res-
olution. The ICARUS [11] and ArgoNeuT [12] detectors
have provided excellent examples of the capabilities of
liquid argon as a neutrino interaction detector medium.

In this Letter we show that since !13 $ 9!, both the
hierarchy and the octant can be decisively resolved by
a 50 ! 100 kT atmospheric Liquid Argon detector with
5! 10 years of running.

Experimental specifications: We consider a large
Liquid Argon detector as discussed in [13–15], which can
detect charged particles with good resolution over the
energy range of MeV to multi GeV. Magnetization over a
50-100 kT volume has been proposed [16] and we assume
it in what follows. We also assume the following detector
resolutions over the GeV energy ranges relevant to our
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The recent discovery by the Daya Bay and RENO experiments that !13 is nonzero and relatively
large, significantly impacts existing experiments and the planning of future facilities. In many
scenarios, the nonzero value of !13 implies that !23 is likely to be di!erent from "/4. Additionally,
large detectors will be sensitive to matter e!ects on the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, making
it possible to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and the octant of !23. We show that a 50 kT
Liquid Argon atmospheric neutrino detector can determine both the hierarchy and the octant with
high significance with moderate exposure times.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq,14.60.Lm,13.15.+g

Introduction: Neutrino oscillations in the standard
three flavor framework are parametrized by a) two mass-
squared di!erences "m2

j1 = m2
j !m2

1, j = 2, 3, b) three
mixing angles !ij and c) one CP phase "CP . Over the
past year, the T2K [1], MINOS [2] and Double Chooz [3]
experiments have provided evidence that the mixing an-
gle !13 is nonzero and not significantly smaller than the
upper bound set earlier by the Chooz [4] experiment.
Recently, the Daya Bay and RENO experiments have
provided clinching evidence that !13 "= 0 at about 5#:
sin2 2!13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst) [5], and
sin2 2!13 = 0.113± 0.013(stat)± 0.019(syst) [6], respec-
tively.

These results open new windows of opportunity for
present day or near future neutrino experiments. If !13
were tiny, an elaborate and expensive program would
have been needed to measure the undetermined neutrino
parameters. Its moderately large value allows for mea-
surable matter e!ects [7] in both beam and atmospheric
neutrino experiments. This will yield better than an-
ticipated precision in measurements of neutrino param-
eters, and impacts the planning of future neutrino fa-
cilities. Specifically, it allows for a credible case to be
made for building advanced technology, large mass at-
mospheric neutrino detectors. The resolution of impor-
tant outstanding questions, such as the mass hierarchy
(i.e., whether m3 > m1 or m3 < m1) and the octant of
!23 (i.e., whether !23 is larger or smaller than $/4), may
come within the purview of such detectors.

The mass hierarchy plays a crucial role in the formula-
tion of any theoretical e!ort designed to carry us beyond
the Standard Model (SM) because models with a normal
hierarchy (NH) are significantly and qualitatively di!er-
ent from those with an inverted hierarchy (IH), see, e.g.,
[8]. It plays the role of a discriminator capable of elimi-
nating entire classes of models and consequently sharpen-

ing the focus of our search for new physics. A relatively
large value of !13 suggests that !23 is unlikely to be max-
imal if the breaking of a µ! % exchange symmetry [9] in
the lepton sector causes !13 to be nonzero. It also opens
the door to measurements of CP violation in the neutrino
sector.

Atmospheric neutrino detectors have been very impor-
tant as discovery tools in the past. While they may not
match the precision to pin down the energy and direc-
tion of an event characteristic of long baseline experi-
ments, they have some strong compensating advantages.
Atmospheric neutrinos o!er a broad range in baselines
(L # 20 km to 12500 km) and energy E (100 MeV to
10 TeV) that can be tapped into by such an experiment.
An important consequence of this is the resolution or al-
leviation of degeneracies endemic to long baseline beam
experiments [10]. Large-mass Liquid Argon Time Pro-
jection Chambers (LAr-TPCs) are based on one of the
most promising technologies for charged particle detec-
tion. They have unprecedented capabilities for the detec-
tion of neutrino interactions, rare events and dark matter
due to precise and sensitive spatial and calorimetric res-
olution. The ICARUS [11] and ArgoNeuT [12] detectors
have provided excellent examples of the capabilities of
liquid argon as a neutrino interaction detector medium.

In this Letter we show that since !13 $ 9!, both the
hierarchy and the octant can be decisively resolved by
a 50 ! 100 kT atmospheric Liquid Argon detector with
5! 10 years of running.

Experimental specifications: We consider a large
Liquid Argon detector as discussed in [13–15], which can
detect charged particles with good resolution over the
energy range of MeV to multi GeV. Magnetization over a
50-100 kT volume has been proposed [16] and we assume
it in what follows. We also assume the following detector
resolutions over the GeV energy ranges relevant to our
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Importance of the mass hierarchy........

A very useful discriminator of BSM models........

sin^2 2th_13= 0.1
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Fig. 2. Value of the e!ective Majorana mass |m!! | as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
in the normal (NS, with mmin = m1) and inverted (IS, with mmin = m3) neutrino mass spectra
before and after the Daya Bay10 measurement of !13 in Eq. (13). The current upper bound on
|m!! | (see Eqs. (70), (72) and (74)) and the cosmological bound (see Ref.45) on

!
i mi ! 3mmin

in the quasi-degenerate region are indicated.

Figure 2 shows the value of the e!ective Majorana mass |m!!| as a function of
the lightest neutrino mass in the normal and inverted neutrino mass spectra before
and after the Daya Bay10 measurement of !13 in Eq. (13). We used the values of the
neutrino oscillation parameters obtained in the global analysis presented in Ref.46:

"m2
12 = 7.59+(0.20,0.40,0.60)

!(0.18,0.35,0.50) ! 10!5 eV2, sin2 !12 = 0.312+(0.017,0.038,0.058)
!(0.015,0.032,0.042), (51)

and in the NS

"m2
13 = 2.50+(0.09,0.18,0.26)

!(0.16,0.25,0.36) ! 10!3 eV2, sin2 !13 = 0.013+(0.007,0.015,0.022)
!(0.005,0.009,0.012), (52)

whereas in the IS

""m2
13 = 2.40+(0.08,0.18,0.27)

!(0.09,0.17,0.27) ! 10!3 eV2, sin2 !13 = 0.016+(0.008,0.015,0.023)
!(0.006,0.011,0.015). (53)

The three levels of uncertainties correspond to (1", 2", 3"). In the “After Daya Bay”
plot in Fig 2 we replaced the value of !13 in Eqs. (52) and (53) with that measured
by the Daya Bay Collaboration in Eq. (13). The uncertainties for |m!!| have been
calculated using the standard method of propagation of uncorrelated errors, taking
into account the asymmetric uncertainties in Eqs. (51)–(53).

In the following we discuss the predictions for the e!ective Majorana mass in
three cases with characteristic neutrino mass spectra:

(1) Hierarchy of neutrino massesd:

m1 # m2 # m3. (54)

dQuarks and charged leptons have this type of mass spectrum.

Bilenky and Giunti, 1203.5250

Importance of the mass hierarchy........

Width of                        depends on                    , the effective
 majorana mass squared.
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Taking into account the Coulomb interaction of the electrons and the final nu-
cleus, for the total width of 0!""-decay we find the general expression

!0! =
1

T 0!
1/2

= G0!(Q,Z) |M0! |2
|m""|2

m2
e

, (47)

where G0!(Q,Z) is a known integral over the phase space, Q = Mi !Mf ! 2me is
the Q-value of the process, and me is the electron mass. The numerical values of
G0!(Q,Z), Q and the natural abundance of several nuclei of experimental interest
are presented in Table 1.

4. E!ective Majorana mass

The e"ective Majorana mass m"" is determined by the neutrino masses, the mixing
angles and the Majorana phases. In this Section we discuss which are the possible
values of the e"ective Majorana mass which can be obtained taking into account the
information on the neutrino mass-squared di"erences and mixing angles obtained
from neutrino oscillation data.

In the standard parameterization (5) of the mixing matrix, we have

|m""| =
!

!cos2 #12 cos
2 #13m1 + e2i#12 sin2 #12 cos

2 #13m2 + e2i#12 sin2 #13m3

!

! ,
(48)

where $12 and $13 are, respectively, the phase di"erences of Ue2 and Ue3 with
respect to Ue1: $12 = %2 and $13 = %3 ! & in the standard parameterization (5) of
the mixing matrix. Therefore, 0!""-decay depends not only on the mixing angles
and Dirac CP-violating phase, but also on the Majorana CP-violating phases. This
is in agreement with the discussion after Eq. (5), since the total lepton number is
violated in 0!""-decay.

In the case of a NS, the neutrino masses m2 and m3 are connected with the
lightest mass m1 by the relations

m2 =
"

m2
1 +#m2

s, m3 =
"

m2
1 +#m2

s +#m2
a. (49)

On the other hand, in a IS m3 is the lightest mass and we have

m1 =
"

m2
3 +#m2

a, m2 =
"

m2
3 +#m2

a +#m2
s. (50)

Table 1. The values of G0!(Q,Z), Q and natural abundance of the initial isotope for several !!-decay
processes of experimental interest. Table adapted from Ref.33.

!!-decay G0! Q nat. abund. experiments
[10!14 y!1] [keV] [%]

48Ca ! 48Ti 6.3 4273.7 0.187 CANDLES
76Ge ! 76Se 0.63 2039.1 7.8 GERDA, Majorana
82Se ! 82Kr 2.7 2995.5 9.2 SuperNEMO, Lucifer

100Mo ! 100Ru 4.4 3035.0 9.6 MOON, AMoRe
116Cd ! 116Sn 4.6 2809 7.6 Cobra
130Te ! 130Xe 4.1 2530.3 34.5 CUORE
136Xe ! 136Ba 4.3 2461.9 8.9 EXO, KamLAND-Zen, NEXT, XMASS
150Nd ! 150Sm 19.2 3367.3 5.6 SNO+, DCBA/MTD
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagram of the elementary particle transition which induces 0!""-decay.

Taking into account the Majorana condition (27), for the neutrino propagator
we find the expressionb

!0|T (!iL(x1)!̄iL(x2))|0" = #
i

(2")4

!

d4q e!iq(x1!x2) mi

q2 #m2
i

1# #5
2

C. (35)

Performing the integration over x0
1, x

0
2 and q0 in Eqs. (34) and (35), the matrix

element of the process takes the form

!f |S2|i" = 2i

"

GF$
2

#2

Np1
Np2

2"$(Ef + p01 + p02 # Ei)ū(p1)#!#"(1 + #5)CūT (p2)

%
!

d3x1d
3x2e

!i#p1#x1!i#p2#x2

$

j

U2
ejmj

!

d3q

(2")3
ei#q(#x1!#x2)

q0j
%

%

$

n

!Nf |J!(%x1)|Nn"!Nn|J"(%x2))|Ni"
En + p02 + q0j # Ei # i&

+
$

n

!Nf |J"(%x2)|Nn"!Nn|J!(%x1))|Ni"
En + p01 + q0j # Ei # i&

&

.

(36)

where q0j =
'

|%q|2 +m2
j and En are the energy levels of the intermediate nuclear

state.
This is an exact expression for the matrix element of 0!''-decay at second order

of perturbation theory. In the following we consider major 0+ & 0+ transitions of
even-even nuclei, for which the following standard approximations39 apply:

(1) E!ective Majorana mass approximation.
0!''-decay is due to the exchange of virtual neutrinos (see the diagram in
Fig.1). Taking into account that the average distance between nucleons in a
nucleus is about 10!13 cm, the uncertainty relation implies that the average

bThe neutrino propagator is proportional to mi. This is connected to the fact that only left-handed
neutrino fields enter into the Hamiltonian of weak interactions. Thus, in the case of massless
neutrinos the matrix element of neutrinoless double "-decay is equal to zero. This is a consequence
of the general theorem on the equivalence of the theories with massless Majorana and Dirac
neutrinos41.
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neutrino momentum is q ! 100 MeV. On the other hand, from tritium exper-
iments we have the upper bounds in Eq. (14), which constrain all the masses
mj to be smaller than about 2 eV. Therefore, the neutrino masses can be safely

neglected in the denominators in Eq. (36) and we have q0j =
!

|!q|2 +m2
j ! q,

with q = |!q|.
Thus, from Eq. (36) it follows that in the matrix element of 0"##-decay the

neutrino properties and the nuclear properties are factorized and the neutrino

masses and mixing enter into the matrix element in the form of the e!ective

Majorana mass

m!! =
"

i

U2
eimi. (37)

(2) Long-wavelength approximation.
We have |!pk!xk| " |!pk|R (k = 1, 2), where R ! 1.2A1/3 · 10!13 cm is the radius
of a nucleus with nucleon number A. Taking into account that |!pk| ! 1MeV, we
have |!pk!xk| # 1. Thus, we have e!i"p1"x1!i"p2"x2 ! 1 (this approximation means
that electrons are produced in S-states).

(3) Closure approximation.
The energy of the virtual neutrino, q ! 100 MeV, is much larger than the
excitation energy En $Ei. Thus, the energy of the intermediate states En can
be approximated by an average energy E. In this approximation, called “closure
approximation”, we have

%Nf |J#(!x1)|Nn&%Nn|J!(!x2))|Ni&
En + p0k + q0j $ Ei $ i$

!
%Nf |J#(!x1)J!(!x2))|Ni&
E + p0k + q $ Ei $ i$

. (38)

Taking into account these approximations and considering commuting hadronic
currents (see Eqs. (41) and (42) below), for the matrix element of 0"##-decay we
obtain the expression

%f |S(2)|i& = 8%i

#

GF'
2

$2

m!!Np1
Np2

ū(p1)(1 + &5)CūT (p2)(
%

d3x1d
3x2%Nf |J#(!x1)K(|!x1 $ !x2|)J#(!x2))|Ni&'(Ef + p01 + p02 $ Ei).

(39)

Here

K(|!x1 $ !x2|) =
1

(2%)3

%

d3q
ei"q("x1!"x2)

q
&

E + q $ (Mi +Mf ) /2
' , (40)

where Mi(Mf ) is the mass of the initial (final) nucleus.
In the calculation of the hadronic part of the matrix element of 0"##-decay,

the following approximate expression for the e!ective charged current J#(!x) =
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darker lines show how the ranges would shrink if the present best-fit values of oscillation parameters
were confirmed with negligible error.

‘standard’ SK analysis). The statistically insignificant hint for a "13 > 0 in fig. 1 is mainly due to a
small deficit of events in CHOOZ data at lowest energies.

Other e!ects? Data show no significant hint for new e!ects beyond three massive neutrinos. For
example fig. 3a shows a global fit performed without assuming that neutrinos and anti-neutrinos
have the same atmospheric mass splitting and mixing angle. We see that the best-fit lies close to
the CPT-conserving limit, and that the atmospheric mass splitting in anti-neutrinos is poorly deter-
mined. Nevertheless, this is enough to strongly disfavor a CPT-violating interpretation of the LSND
anomaly [19]. Near-future long-baseline experiments will probably study only # rather than #̄.

3 Non-oscillation experiments

In this section we discuss non-oscillation experiments and consider the 3 non-oscillation parameters
mentioned in the introduction. Making reference to experimental sensitivities, the 3 probes should
be ordered as follows: cosmology, 0#2! and finally ! decay. Ordering them according to reliability
would presumably result into the reverse list: cosmological results are based on untested assumptions,
and 0#2! su!ers from severe uncertainties in the nuclear matrix elements. Even more, there is an
interesting claim that the 0#2! transition has been detected [12] (see section 3.3 for some remarks),
there is a persisting anomaly in TROITSK ! decay, and even in cosmology, there is one (weak) claim
for a positive e!ect. None of these hints can be considered as a discovery of neutrino masses. Several
existing or planned experiments will lead to progress in a few years.

In this section, we assume three massive Majorana neutrinos and study the ranges of neutrino
mass signals expected on the basis of oscillation data, updating and extending the results of [30].
Our inferences are summarized in table 1 and obtained by marginalizing the full joint probability
distribution for the oscillation parameters, using the latest results discussed in the previous sections.

11

Figure 2: The “mass” measured in double β-decay, in cosmology and Tritium β-decay verses the
mass of the lightest neutrino. Below the dashed lines, only the normal hierarchy is allowed. This
figure was adapted from hep-ph/05032466).

Whereas in matter, the approximate invariance of {δm2 sin 2θ}jk for (jk)=(31) and
(21) implies that

�
Patm = sin θ23 sin 2θ13

sin(∆31 − aL)

(∆31 − aL)
∆31

�
Psol = cos θ23 sin 2θ12

sin(aL)

(aL)
∆21. (3)

The matter potential is given by a = GF Ne/
√

2 ≈ (4000 km)−1 and the sign of ∆31

(and ∆32) determines the hierarchy; normal ∆31 > 0 whereas inverted ∆31 < 0.
For anti-neutrinos a → −a and δ → −δ. Thus the phase between

√
Patm and√

Psol changes from (∆32 + δ) to (∆32 − δ). This changes the interference term from

2
�

Patm

�
Psol cos(∆32 + δ) ⇒ 2

�
Patm

�
Psol cos(∆32 − δ). (4)

Expanding cos(∆32±δ), one has a CP conserving part 2
√

Patm

√
Psol cos ∆32 cos δ and

the CP violating part ∓2
√

Patm

√
Psol sin ∆32 sin δ. Notice that for this term to be

non-zero the kinematical phase ∆32 cannot be nπ. This is the neutrino counter part
to the non-zero strong phase requirement for CP violation in the quark sector.

The transition probability given in Eq.[1] has a many interesting and non-obvious
properties. For example, in Fig. 3 the asymmetry between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos
is given as a function of sin2 2θ13 at the first maximum of the oscillation, ∆32 = π/2.
The peak occurs when the amplitudes associated with the atmospheric term and the
solar term are equal in magnitude near sin2 2θ13 ≈ 0.002. Also the location of the
zero mimicking solutions10) are given at the first maximum of the oscillation. Along
these lines the transition probability is just given by the solar term even-though
sin2 2θ13 �= 0.

Importance of the mass hierarchy........

The link between hierarchy and sensitivity requirements of 
experiments.........

WMAP/SDSS/Hubble current bound 
(conservative)

R. De Putter et al, 1201.1909, M Moresco et al, 
1201.6658

March 26, 2012 0:7 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE bb0
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The problem of short-baseline neutrino oscillations and sterile neutrinos is a hot
topic at the moment. Several new short-baseline reactor and accelerator experiments
are aimed to check this possibility in the near future (see ref.21).

The absolute values of neutrino masses are currently unknown. The Mainz22 and
Troitsk23 experiments on the high-precision measurement of the end-point part of
the !-spectrum of 3H decay found the 95% C.L. upper bounds

m! ! 2.3 eV (Mainz), m! ! 2.1 eV (Troitsk), (14)

for the “average” neutrino mass (see Ref.24)

m! =

!

"

i

|Uei|2m2
i . (15)

From neutrino oscillation and tritium !-decay data we conclude that

(A) Neutrino masses are di!erent from zero.
(B) Neutrino masses are much smaller than the masses of charged leptons and

quarks.
(C) Neutrino masses are not (or not only) of Standard Model (SM) Higgs origin.

Several mechanisms of neutrino mass generation have been proposed. It is widely
believed that the most plausible one is the seesaw mechanism25. According to this
mechanism, small neutrino masses are generated by new interactions beyond the SM
which violates the total lepton number L at a scale much larger than the electroweak
scale v = (

"
2GF )!1/2 # 246 GeV.

If the seesawmechanism is realized, the neutrinos "i with definite masses are Ma-

jorana particles and, consequently, the lepton number violating neutrinoless double-
beta decay (0"!!-decay) of even-even nuclei,

N(A,Z) $ N(A,Z + 2) + e! + e!, (16)

is allowed, whereN(A,Z) is a nucleus with nucleon number A and proton number Z.
The knowledge of the nature of neutrinos with definite masses (Majorana or Dirac?)
is extremely important for the understanding of the origin of small neutrino masses.
Using large detector masses, high energy resolutions and low backgrounds, the ex-
periments on the search for neutrinoless double-beta decay allow to reach unparal-
leled sensitivities to extremely small e!ects due to the Majorana neutrino masses.
In this brief review we consider this process (see also 26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33).

2. Seesaw mechanism of neutrino mass generation

In this Section we briefly discuss the standard seesaw mechanism of neutrino mass
generation25. We consider a general approach based on the e!ective Lagrangian
formalism36. Let us assume that the Standard Model is valid up to some scale ".
If we include e!ects of physics beyond the SM, the total Lagrangian (in the SM
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IV. SUMMARY OF OSCILLATION CONSTRAINTS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ABSOLUTE MASSES

In this section we summarize the previous results in terms of one-parameter constraints, all the others being
marginalized away. We also show updated oscillation constraints on the main absolute mass observables [37, 38],
namely, the e!ective electron neutrino mass m! (probed in ! decay), the e!ective Majorana mass (probed in 0"2!
decay searches), and the sum of neutrino masses ", which can be probed by precision cosmology.
Figure 3 shows the N# bounds on the 3" oscillation parameters. Blue (solid) and red (dashed) curves refer to

NH and IH, respectively. The curves are expected to be linear and symmetric around the best fit only for gaussian
uncertainties. This is nearly the case for the squared mass di!erences $m2 and #m2, and for the mixing parameters
sin2 %12 and sin2 %13. The bounds on sin2 %23 are rather skewed towards the first octant, which is preferred to the
second at ! 2#. Also the probability distribution of $ is highly nongaussian, with some preference for $ close to &,
but no constraint above ! 2#. As expected, there are no visible di!erences between the NH and IH curves for the
parameters $m2 and sin2 %12, and only minor variations for the the parameters #m2 and sin2 %13. More pronounced
(but <! 1#) di!erences between NH and IH curves can be seen for sin2 %23 and, to some extent, for $.
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FIG. 3: Results of the global analysis in terms of N! bounds on the six parameters governing 3" oscillations. Blue (solid) and
red (dashed) curves refer to NH and IH, respectively.

Fogli et al, arXiv 1205.5254 

Present Global data exhibits ~ 2 sigma preference for first octant, 
indicating a significant deviation from maximal mixing.
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ABSTRACT

An overview of neutrino-mixing models is presented with emphasis on the types
of horizontal flavor and vertical family symmetries that have been invoked. Dis-
tributions for the mixing angles of many models are displayed. Ways to di!er-
entiate among the models and to narrow the list of viable models are discussed.

1. Introduction

Several hundred models of neutrino masses and mixings can be found in the liter-
ature which purport to explain the known oscillation data and predict the currently
unknown quantities. We present an overview of the types of models proposed and
discuss ways in which the list of viable models can be reduced when more precise data
is obtained. This presentation is an update of one published in 2006 in collaboration
with Mu-Chun Chen1).

2. Present Oscillation Data and Unknowns

The present data within 3! accuracy as determined by Fogli et al.2), for example,
is given be

!m2
32 = 2.39

+0.42
!0.33

" 10!3 eV2,

!m2
21 = 7.67

+0.52
!0.53

" 10!5 eV2,

sin2 "23 = 0.466
+0.178
!0.135

,

sin2 "12 = 0.312
+0.063
!0.049

,

sin2 "13 # 0.046, (0.016 ± 0.010), (1)
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Figure 5: Predictions of the sin2
!12 vs. sin2

!23 distribution of central values for both types of
models considered.

6. Other Tests

6.1. Nature of Tri-bimaximal Mixing

As pointed out earlier, many of the GUT models were based on continuous and/or
discrete flavor symmetries with no aim in mind to reproduce tri-bimaximal mixing
at leading order. This raises the issue whether tribimaximal mixing is a hidden
symmetry which is softly broken or just an accidental symmetry of nature.

In order to pursue this issue, the author in collaboration with Werner Rodejohann
adopted a model-independent approach91). In the lepton flavor basis, deviations from
tri-bimaximal mixing were considered by perturbing each element of the neutrino mass
matrix by up to 20%:

m! =

!

"

#

A(1 + !1) B(1 + !2) B(1 + !3)
· 1

2(A + B + D)(1 + !4)
1
2(A + B ! D)(1 + !5)

· · 1
2(A + B + D)(1 + !6)

$

%

& (12)

Recall that for TBM mixing, A = 1
3(2m1 + m2e!2i"), B = 1

3(m2e!2i" !m1), D =
m3e!2i#.

Scatterplots are then constructed with points chosen according to the following
prescription: Start with the central best values for the mass di!erences in Eq. (1),

Albright, arXiv 0905.0146
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Liquid Argon Detectors........

Particle ionization tracks can be drifted over several meters leading to 
homogeneous and high accuracy imaging over large volumes.

A Rubbia

 Bubble chamber-like  3D imaging and mm scale spatial resolution.........

Particle id via dE/dx and/or decay product id

A. Rubbia Future liquid Argon detectors (Neutrino 2012)

The “electronic bubble chamber”

4

e+

π+

p

Cosmic track in double phase 3L LAr-LEM TPC with 
adjustable gain @ CERN-ETHZ

Charged particle beam ≈800 MeV/c exposure
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70cm

CNGS neutrino interactions in ICARUS T600
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Liquid Argon Detectors........magnetization

Studies done for Liq-AR TPC’s for neutrino factories have examined the 
feasibility and advantages of magnetization of such detectors 

 For long tracks  4 m (e.g muons) a field of 0.1 T can provide >3 sigma 
 charge id in this medium. Thus low threshold possible (800 MeV for    
muons)

 Early showering of electrons makes their charge id difficult, but 
with 1 T field can achieve id for energies 1-5 GeV with 20% efficiency.

A Rubbia arXiv 0908.1286, A Rubbia et al hep-ph/0106088, A Bueno et al hep-ph/0005007,
 A Bueno et al hep-ph/0010308..........

Monday 18 June 2012
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Liquid Argon Detectors........ Future R Svoboda, Neutrino 2012 talk

LBNE Reconfiguration options.......Phase I 

Decision soon!
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A. Rubbia Future liquid Argon detectors (Neutrino 2012)

In Europe: LAGUNA/LAGUNA-LBNO
! LAGUNA-LBNO = Large Apparatus for Grand Unification 

and Neutrino Astrophysics - Long Baseline Neutrino
! Search for the optimal site in Europe for next generation 

deep underground neutrino detector (since 2008)
- Detailed investigations of seven potential sites with three 

different detector technologies: WCD, LAr and LSc
! Down-selection to top priority site where several optimal 

conditions satisfied simultaneously: Pyhäsalmi, Finland
- Infrastructure in perfect state because of current exploitation 

of the mine
- Unique assets available (shafts, decline, services, sufficient 

ventilation, water pumping station, pipes for liquids, 
underground repair shop...)

- Very little environmental water
- Could be dedicated to science activities after the mine 

exploitation ends (around 2018)
- One of the deepest location in Europe (4000 m.w.e.)
- The distance from CERN (2300 km) offers unique long 

baseline opportunities
- The site has the lowest reactor neutrino background in 

Europe, important for the observation of very low energy MeV  
neutrinos. 

! Second priority: Fréjus, France. 
! All other sites are presently considered as backup 

options for LAGUNA.
16

©2012 Google - Map data ©2012 Basarsoft, Google, Tele Atlas -

23
00

km

Necessary space for 
2x50 kton LAr + 50 kton LSc 

at –1400m level

500’000 m3 excavation

Design to be 
finalized within 

LAGUNA-LBNO 
by ≈2014

≈200m

16Wednesday, June 6, 12

offers a large number of possible “detector-site” combinations and must be considered a benefit

and not a disadvantage compared to other countries where there is only one possible scenario. The

selection of the optimized configuration involves several aspects (physics performances, technical

feasibility, safety and legal aspects, socio-econimic and environmental impact, costs, ...) and this

implies a particular attention of LAGUNA to interdisciplinary matter, as both physicists and

engineers as well as geo-technical experts are directly involved.

2.1. GLACIER
The GLACIER (Giant Liquid Argon Charge Imaging ExpeRiment) [4] detector is based on a

new liquid argon detector concept, scalable to a single unit of mass 100 kton: it relies on a cryo-

genic storage tank developed by the petrochemical industry (LNG technology) and on a novel

method of operation called the LAr LEM-TPC. LAr LEM-TPCs operate in double phase with

charge extraction and amplification in the vapor phase. The concept has been very successfully

demonstrated on small prototypes: ionization electrons, after drifting in the LAr volume, are

extracted by a set of grids into the gas phase and driven into the holes of a double stage Large

Electron Multiplier (LEM), where charge amplification occurs.

Figure 3. Design of the Glacier detector [4]. The maximum diameter is 70 m; the height is limited to
20 m by the maximum possible drift length.

Effective extrapolation to the required scale needs concrete R&D. A ton-scale LAr LEM-TPC

detector is being operated at CERN in Blg 182 within the CERN RE18 experiment (ArDM). In

order to prove the performance for neutrino physics, additional dedicated test beam campaigns

are being considered, to test and optimize the readout methods and to assess the calorimetric

performance of such detectors. A 1 kton detector can be built assuming the GLACIER design

with a 12 m diameter and 10 m vertical drift. From the point of view of the drift path, a mere

factor 2 will be needed to extrapolate from the prototype to the 100 kton device. Hence, the

prototype will be the real demonstrator for the long drifts. At the same time, the rest of the

volume scaling from the 1 kon to the 100 kton achieved by increasing the diameter to about

70 m, can be realized noting that (a) large LNG tanks with similar diameters and aspect ratios

already exist (b) the LAr LEM-TPC readout above the liquid will be scaled from an area of

80 m2
(1 kton) to 3800 m2

(100 kton). This will not require a fundamental extrapolation of

the principle, but rather only pose technical challenges of production, which can be solved in

collaboration with industry.

3

Liquid Argon Detectors........ Future

GLACIER/LAGUNA....Pyhasalami, Finland site under serious 
consideration, 20 kT (initial, w/subsequent increments)  
underground at 4000 m.w.e, wideband SPSbeam, 2300 km + 
Atmospheric neutrinos

GLACIER
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Liquid Argon Detectors........ A Bueno et al, hep-0701101
A Rubbia

 Good calorimetric and angular resolution

2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially

2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especiallyMonday 18 June 2012
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Flux normalization error 20%

Flux tilt factor,  5%

Overall cross-section uncertainty 10%

Overall systematic uncertainty  5%
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially

Priors with 
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calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially

Minimize

2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!
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GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
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of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
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1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
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defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
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• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .
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eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
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21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2
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No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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No Prior 25.6 11.7
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TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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No Prior 25.6 11.7
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TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).
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No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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0.02 33.5 26.8
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TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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"(sin2 2!13) #2
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No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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Conclusions..........

Of three important goals in neutrino physics, two (hierarchy and
 octant) may be reachable significantly sooner than the third (CP).

A magnetized LAr-TpC, given its superior spatial, charge-id  and 
calorimetric properties, can determine the hierarchy to 5 sigma
 with 250-kt-yr at current errors of 
 

It can determine the octant to ~3 sigma  with 500 kT-yr if            at  
current global best fit value.
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FIG. 1: Marginalized hierarchy sensitivity including priors in a Liquid Argon detector with 250 kT yr exposure as a function
of (sin2 2!13)tr for (sin2 !23)tr = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. The green (dot-dashed) lines represent the Daya Bay and RENO best-fit values.
The left panel is for true normal hierarchy (NH) and the right panel is for true inverted hierarchy (IH).

"(sin2 2!13) #2

NH #2

IH

No Prior 25.6 11.7
0.02 33.5 26.8
0.01 35.8 36.8

TABLE I: Values of marginalized hierarchy sensitivity for various
values of !(sin2 2"13) with 250 kT yr exposure for (sin2 2"13)tr =
0.1 and (sin2 "23)tr = 0.5. The second column is for a true normal
hierarchy and the third column is for a true inverted hierarchy.

if the true hierarchy happens to be inverted.
In summary, it is evident that if the value of !13 lies

within the 1" range preferred by Daya Bay/RENO, then
with a 50 kT detector running for 5 years, a > 5" de-
termination is possible if the hierarchy is normal, while
a ! 5" determination can be achieved if it is inverted.
If the error in sin2 2!13 is reduced by half, then the sen-
sitivity is enhanced to the 6" level for both hierarchies.
In this case, a reduced exposure of 100 kT-yr results in
a 4" hierarchy discrimination for (sin2 2!13)tr = 0.1 and
(sin2 !23)tr = 0.5 irrespective of whether the hierarchy is
normal or inverted.
Octant sensitivity: For this analysis, we adopt the

viewpoint that once the hierarchy is determined with 250
kT yr exposure, the octant may be tackled with addi-
tional exposure and a priori knowledge of the hierarchy.
We assume a total exposure of 500 kT yr and consider
the octant discrimination separately for NH and IH. As
with hierarchy discrimination, we include priors and per-
form a combined minimization of #2

µ + #2
e + #2

prior. The
principal contribution to the octant sensitivity is again
from muon events due to the sin4 !23 term in the survival
probability [23].
In Figure 2, we plot the #2

min values indicating the
ability of the experiment to rule out the wrong octant
for two values of !13 close to the Daya Bay and RENO

best fits. In the left panel the hierarchy is assumed to be
normal and for the right panel it is inverted.

We see that a 2" discrimination is possible for |!23 "
$/4| > 3.5! for values of !13 close to the present best-fit,
if the hierarchy is normal. That is, the octant discrimi-
nation is possible only if the value of sin2 2!23 is less than
0.985. For larger values of !23, octant discrimination is
di!cult. For smaller values of sin2 2!23, the value of #2

min

increases rapidly and a 3" octant discrimination is pos-
sible for |!23 " $/4| > 5! or sin2 2!23 < 0.97 for a normal
hierarchy. If the hierarchy is inverted, octant sensitiv-
ity is worse, and only a 2" discrimination is possible for
|!23 " $/4| > 4! or sin2 2!23 < 0.98.

Conclusions: The nature of the neutrino mass hier-
archy and the octant of !23 are vital to our e"orts to
build theories beyond the SM. With regard to these two
issues, we have explored the implications of the recent
Daya Bay and RENO results on !13 for the planning of
future experiments. In particular, we have demonstrated
the exceptional capability of a large mass LAr-TPC to
determine both the hierarchy and the octant to high sig-
nificance with moderate exposure times. Improvement
in the precision of the third leptonic mixing angle !13
can dramatically lower the exposure needed to determine
mass hierarchy.
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If this error is halved by future measurements, it can deliver a 4 
sigma determination with 100 kT-yr exposure.

2

calculations [13, 17]:

!Ee = !Eµ = 0.01 ,

!Ehad
=

!

(0.15)2/Ehad + (0.03)2 ,

!!e = 0.03 radians = 1.72!,

!!µ = !!had
= 0.04 radians = 2.29! ,

where Ehad is the hadron energy in GeV, !E are the
energy resolution widths in GeV and !! are the angular
resolution widths of electrons, muons and hadrons.
Since E" = Elep+Ehad, the neutrino energy resolution

width, for both "µ and "e, is

!E! =
!

(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE") + (0.03)2 , (1)

where we have used Ehad = yE" , y being the rapidity. In
our computation, we take the average rapidity in the GeV
energy region to be 0.45 for neutrinos and 0.3 for antineu-
trinos. The angular resolution of the detector for neutri-
nos can be worked out to be !!!e = 2.8!, !!!µ = 3.2!

[17]. The energy threshold and ranges in which charge
identification is feasible are 800 MeV for muons and 1!5
GeV for electrons. Charged lepton detection and separa-
tion (e vs. µ) without charge identification is possible for
Elepton > few MeV. The charge identification capability
of the detector is incorporated as discussed in [18]. For
electron events, we have conservatively assumed a 20%
probability of charge identification in the energy range
1!5 GeV, and none for events with energies higher than
5 GeV. The muon charge identification capability of a
LAr-TPC is excellent at all energies of relevance here,
and we have assumed it to be 100%.
The atmospheric fluxes are taken from the 3-

dimensional calculation in [19]. The earth matter profile
defined in [20] is used to take into account matter e!ects
on the oscillation probabilities.
Hierarchy sensitivity: The hierarchy sensitivity

from atmospheric neutrinos is computed with marginal-
ization over the following test parameter ranges:

• #23 from 38! ! 52! (sin2 #23 = 0.38! 0.62) ,

• |"m2
31| from (2.05! 2.75)" 10"3 eV2 ,

• #13 from 5.5! ! 11.0! (sin2 2#13 = 0.04! 0.14) ,

• $CP from 0! 2% .

We take the true values to be (|"m2
31|)tr = 2.4 " 10"3

eV2, ($CP )tr = 0, (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 which
allows for both maximal and nonmaximal values, and
(#13)tr over the 3! range of recent measurements. The
solar parameters "m2

21 and #12 are fixed at their best-fit
values of 8 " 10"5 eV2 and 34! respectively, since the
e!ect of their variation within uncertainties is negligi-
ble. The true value of $CP is chosen to be zero through-
out these calculations, since the principal contribution
to both the hierarchy and the octant sensitivity is from
muon events, which have a weak dependence on ($CP )tr.

So the sensitivity is largely una!ected by the value of this
parameter [21]. We assume the true hierarchy to be nor-
mal and compute the ability of the detector to rule out
the inverted hierarchy and vice-versa. Flux uncertainties
and systematic errors are included using the method of
pulls as described in [21]: flux normalization error 20%,
flux tilt factor, zenith angle dependence uncertainty 5%,
overall cross section uncertainty 10%, overall systematic
uncertainty 5%. The number of bins is chosen to be 9
energy bins in the range 1 ! 10 GeV and 18 cos #z bins
in the range !1.0 to !0.1.
We also take into account the uncertainties of neu-

trino parameters in the form of appropriate priors with
the following 1! ranges: !(|"m2

31|) = 0.05|"m2
31|,

!(sin2 2#13) = 0.02, and !(sin2 2#23) = 0.02 sin2 2#23.
The hierarchy sensitivity with priors (&2

tot)
prior is ob-

tained from a combined minimization of &2
µ+&2

e+&2
prior.

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy sensitivity for both NH
and IH as a function of (#13)tr for (sin2 #23)tr = 0.4, 0.5
and 0.6. The Daya Bay and RENO best-fit points are
indicated in the figures. In general, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity from both muon and electron events improves
with an increase in the true value of #13. However,
the sensitivity arising from muon events is considerably
greater due to the statistical advantage enjoyed by muon
events and the superior charge identification capability
for muons as compared to electrons [21, 22]. For both hi-
erarchy and octant calculation below, sensitivity strongly
depends on matter e!ects, the detection of which relies
on charge identification. Additionally, as also discussed
in [18, 21, 22], the excellent angular resolution of LAr-
TPC enables a full exploitation of the variations in the
survival probability Pµµ (the main constituent of muon
events) with baseline.
In Table I we list the &2 values for hierarchy sensi-

tivity for (sin2 2#13)tr = 0.1 and (sin2 #23)tr = 0.5. To
highlight the role of the measurement uncertainty in #13,
we provide &2 values for three cases: a) no prior, b) prior
with !(sin2 2#13) = 0.02 (present uncertainty), and c)
!(sin2 2#13) = 0.01 (expected uncertainty in the near fu-
ture). It is evident that the improvement of the precision
of sin2 2#13 has a dramatic e!ect on the ability to de-
termine the hierarchy, especially if the true hierarchy is
inverted. We note that without priors, the hierarchy sen-
sitivity is much greater for a true NH, since in this case
the sensitivity arises from resonant matter e!ects in the
muon events, while for a true IH the matter resonance
occurs in the anti-muon events. The atmospheric "µ flux
is about twice the "̄µ flux, leading to greater sensitivity
for NH. The prior terms tend to move the test parame-
ters at the &2

min closer to their true values. This causes a
tension between &2

µ+&2
e and &2

prior resulting in an overall
increase in the total &2. If the true hierarchy is inverted,
then the test parameter values at the &2

min without priors
are further removed from the true values as compared to
NH. Thus the e!ect of priors is more significant for IH.
This underscores the role of a precise measurement of
sin2 2#13 in the determination of the hierarchy especially
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Conclusions..........

  A 10-20 kT  LAr-TPC with or without a magnetic field, sited 
underground to detect beam as well as atmospheric neutrinos would 
deliver even superior physics results. (work in progress.....)
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